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Abstract: The identification of physiological markers of emotional and cognitive fluctuations during a flight can be 
useful to alert of risky situations due to their possible impact on pilot’s mental state and performance. In this 
study, heart rate (HR) and other features, such as R-R peak interval variability and the spectral power of 
specific frequency bands, have been extracted from ECG recordings throughout flight simulations. The 
temporal variation of these features within different experimental conditions has been explored to verify 
their reliability to discriminate episodes of mental overload. Our results show that the monotonic decrease 
of HR reflects the emotional regulation, mainly under secondary low cognitive overload. Conversely, the 
increase of the root mean square successive differences was linked to higher cognitive workload situations. 
Furthermore, the habituation analysis reveals that these features are severely affected when an external 
cognitive demand is increased during a flight task and their temporal variation tendency depends on the 
emotional state.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Investigating the emotional state and cognitive 
workload experienced by operators becomes a 
primordial concern in numerous domains where the 
human factor is critical. This is the case in aviation 
where pilots are commonly exposed to different 
sources of emotional and cognitive stressors (Blogut, 
2015), and not surprisingly, approximately 70 % of 
the accidents are due, at least partially, to erroneous 
decisions or distraction of the crew (Salas, Maurino 
& Curtis, 2010). Therefore, integrating an efficient 
and objective online monitoring to assess the 
emotional and/or the cognitive variations into the 
cockpit would be largely desirable. To this aim, 
reliable and cost-effective physiological measures 
are required.  
As it is well known, emotion and cognition have 
both an impact on the autonomic nervous system 
(ANS). Either way, the combined effect of 
emotional state and cognitive demand facing 
complex tasks, such as the control of a plane, has 
been hardly considered in the literature and remains 
challenging. Usually, research works have focused 
mainly, or even exclusively, on one of these factors 
by neglecting a possible interaction between them.  
For example, in the case of emotion, the effect of 
anxiety during simulation training has been explored 
by Tichon et al. (2012). They found larger muscle 
activation for anxious states, while ocular 
measurements did not show significant variations, 
except for the fixation time. Differently, in Causse et 
al. (2013) the influence of emotion on pilot decision-
making has been studied by using functional 
magnetic resonance imaging, necessarily out of a 
cockpit. In that case, the emotion was generated by 
rewarding the participants according to the relevance 
of their landing decisions in different situations. 
Interestingly, Allsop & Gray (2014) have analyzed 
the effects of anxiety on attention and gaze behavior 
in aviation, using social stress to increment the level 
of arousal and causing impairment in attentional 
control. Similarly, Gray, Gaska & Winterbottom 
 (2016) have applied the same method to elicit stress 
on the participants and to disentangle the particular 
influences on specific attentional processes.  
On the other side, the objective measurement of 
the cognitive (sometimes called mental) workload is 
a topic raising more and more interest in diverse 
domains, such as ergonomics in general (Young et 
al. 2014, for a review) or aviation in particular 
(Vecchiato et al. 2016) and its physiological 
correlates have become essential. For instance, 
regarding the measures of the central nervous 
system, electroencephalography (EEG) has been 
widely used to assess cognitive overload and to 
discriminate specific psychological processes 
involved in multi-task resolution with different 
applications (Stikic et al. 2014). Another application, 
but using peripheral measures, can be found in 
Gaetan et al. (2015), who have studied the 
physiological markers referring to distinct levels of 
workload in helicopter pilots by using 
electromyography and skin conductance. However, 
they could not draw definitive conclusions due to 
large individual differences.  
Nonetheless, despite the numerous possibilities 
of physiological measures linked to emotion and 
cognition, electrocardiography (ECG) is still 
considered among the most suitable options, even 
for complex computational model integrating both 
psychological factors, e.g. in Besson et al. (2012), 
providing powerful and discriminant features for 
classifier implementation. Heart rate (HR) and heart 
rate variation (HRV) are two fundamental ECG 
parameters (Massaro & Pecchia, 2016), often taken 
into account in studies focusing on the relationship 
between cardiovascular activity and 
emotion/cognition in ergonomics. Concretely, in the 
aviation domain, Durantin et al. (2013) have 
included HRV measures together with functional 
near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) measurements, 
to detect mental overload during a computing-based 
piloting task for remotely operated vehicle 
applications. Wei et al. (2014) have also shown the 
suitability of HRV measures to distinguish among 
three levels of mental workload. Mansikka et al. 
(2016) have studied HR and HRV features for 
differentiating between high performances of 
instrument landing system approach from sub-
standard-performance in fighter pilots. Following 
this line, other applications can be found in car 
drivers, where HR and HRV have also received a 
particular attention (Heine et al. 2017; Mehler, 
Reimen & Coughlin, 2012; Stuiver et al., 2014).  
Recently, emerging research works started 
analyzing mental workload under stressing situations 
or different personality profiles in tasks requiring a 
high level of performance. Specifically, in the field 
of aeronautics, Grassman et al. (2016) have analyzed 
the correlation between cardiorespiratory measures 
and personality factors in pilots while performing a 
demanding multi-task covering perceptual speed, 
orientation and working memory. Their results 
suggest the importance of considering 
emotional coping strategies when measuring mental 
workload. From a more technical standpoint, 
Mandrick et al. (2016), by means of pupillometry, 
fNIRS and cardiovascular measurements, have 
investigated the physiological correlates of human 
performance under a high level of workload when 
threatened by unpredictable auditory stressors.  
The satisfactory results from the mentioned 
studies encourage a deeper exploration of the ECG 
markers of the relation between emotional state and 
cognitive demand during piloting. Furthermore, in 
order to reach a good external validity, the 
experiment has been designed to be as ecological as 
possible, approaching as closely as possible a real 
flight situation, in spite of the inherent difficulties of 
this kind of neuro-ergonomics researches. Finally, 
the habituation effect has been also considered to 
determine the phases where ECG parameters were 
the more stable, in order to use them to feed an 
eventual online classifier of user’s mental state. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Participants 
Eleven healthy volunteers were recruited from the 
National Civil Aviation School (ENAC) in 
Toulouse, France. All participants had normal 
auditory acuity and normal or corrected to normal 
vision and none of them declared a history of severe 
medical treatment, neither psychological disorder 
nor any cardiac or neurological trouble. They 
assessed to be relaxed and lucid before the session. 
A signed informed consent was obtained from each 
participant two days before carrying out the 
experiment. All of them were in possession of the 
Private Pilot License having at least a flying 
experience of 60 flight hours (132.9 ± 51.9 hours), 
were familiar to simulator environments and fluent 
in English. 
Three of the participants were discarded due to 
technical problems in data acquisition or inefficient 
performances. The 8 resting participants were 
considered in the physiological analysis (male; 20.8 
 ± 3.2 years). The study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
2.2 Experimental Setting 
The experiment took place in an AL-50 simulator, 
located in a room with artificial dimmed lighting 
which was kept at a comfortable temperature. The 
experiment consisted in completing two dual-task 
scenarios. Each dual-task scenario required the 
simultaneous accomplishment of a pre-established 
flight plan with a flight simulator and a secondary 
task based on target stimulus discrimination, aiming 
at modulating the level of cognitive workload (low 
or high). Furthermore, dual-task scenarios were 
carried out in two different conditions (with or 
without social stressor). This 2 x 2 design enabled to 
assess the interaction between cognitive workload 
and emotional state. While mental workload varied 
within the two dual task scenarios, the social stressor 
was administered during the second dual task 
scenario. 
2.2.1 Flight Plans 
Two flight scenarios analogous in terms of 
difficulty, one for each emotional condition of the 
experiment (with or without social stressor), were 
designed by an expert instructor. The established 
flight paths required various changes in heading, 
speed, and altitude, and tilt specifications to vary the 
course. The strict timing of this variation was 
specified in the flight plan.  
Favourable weather conditions were set and 
technical unexpected events were not included. Each 
flight lasted approximately 35 minutes from take-off 
to landing. 
The trajectories and parameters from both flight 
tasks were recorded and examined by a professional 
in order to verify the completion of the instructions. 
The performance was considered as acceptable when 
the deviations of the expected parameters fell into a 
margin adjusted to the pilot expertise.  
2.2.2 Emotional State Manipulation 
While some research works consider that adverse 
weather conditions increase the difficulty of the 
flight tasks and consequently increase emotional 
activation, we have considered that this type of 
manipulation rather increases cognitive workload in 
a simulator, where no vital threat exist. Therefore, 
we choose to modulate emotional state thanks to the 
method depicted in the study of Allsop and Gray 
(2014). During the first dual-task scenario (including 
a complete flight plan and the two versions of the 
cognitive secondary task explained below), 
considered as the low arousal (LA) condition, the 
participant was left alone in the simulator without 
interruption. On the contrary, during the execution 
of the second dual-task scenario, considered as the 
high arousal (HA) condition, the participant was 
filmed by two cameras and his voice was recorded 
with a microphone. Also, he was thoroughly 
monitored by two researchers, and he was 
supposedly involved in a competition with the other 
participants. This mock competition would consist in 
a public nominative classification of the individual 
results from the experiment. In addition, free access 
for two hours to a bigger simulator (A320 model) in 
the case of obtaining the best performance was used 
as incentive. The truth about the competition and 
filming was disclosed at the end of the experiment, 
just before leaving. 
Note that for the HA condition, the arousal can 
be increased due to the motivation or/and to the 
social stress of feeling evaluated. Two 
questionnaires (French version) were used to find 
out the origin of the emotional state for ulterior 
analysis out of scope of this study. The former, the 
Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2R (Martinent 
et al. 2010) to measure the anxiety linked to the 
competition, was delivered just before the HA 
condition, whereas the latter, the State-Trait Anxiety 
Inventory (form Y) (Spielberger et al. 1993) to 
measure the general anxiety, was given when the 
second dual-task scenario was finished. 
2.2.3 Cognitive Workload Manipulation 
A 7 inches tactile screen (TFT LCD, resolution 800 
× 480) having built-in speakers was employed to 
implement the secondary task. The screen was 
integrated on the left of the control board and 
accessible comfortably by the pilots.  
Essentially, this task consisted of pressing the 
screen as quick as possible after hearing some 
isolated numbers integrated among Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) instructions, which were not related 
to the flight plan and were used only as distractors, 
making the environment more realistic.  
The task was implemented using E-prime 2.0 (© 
Psychology Software Tool, Inc., PA, USA). The 
stimuli presentation took 24 minutes, avoiding the 
take-off and landing periods. The secondary task 
was subdivided in two phases of same duration (12 
minutes and separated by a bell sound), allowing to 
manipulate the additional cognitive workload: 
- Low Cognitive Workload (LCW): The 
participant was instructed to press the screen if the 
heard numbers met a simple rule. For the first dual-
task scenario, the number ought to be greater than 
five, while for the second flight plan, during the 
 LCW, the rule consisted in pressing the screen if the 
heard numbers were even. Simultaneous to ATC and 
numbers playing, a series of random numbers in 
black was displayed on the screen. The two numbers 
(heard and visualized) could present equal or 
different values. 
- High Cognitive Workload (HCW): Similarly to 
the previous phase, the participant was instructed to 
press the screen according to the value of the heard 
numbers. However, for this condition, the attribute 
value on which attention had to be directed 
depended on the color of the number displayed on 
the screen. In other words, the color of the visualized 
number discriminated if the property to evaluate was 
the magnitude or the parity of the previous heard 
number. The colors used were red and green for the 
first dual-task scenario and magenta and blue for the 
second dual-task scenario. In these cases, the 
participant had to look at the screen, at least to look 
sideways, in order to see the colors and to decide to 
press or not after hearing the number. This 
instruction increased the working memory demands, 
likely intensifying the effect of the congruence or 
incongruence between the heard number and the 
number displayed on the screen. 
Participants showing too low performance, less 
than 50 % of correct responses as implying a 
misunderstanding, were discarded for behavioral-
based mean comparisons. 
2.3 ECG Measurement 
ECG signal was recorded along the whole 
experiment by placing two electrodes on the clavicle 
and left pectoral of the participants. BrainVision 
Recorder 1.21 (© Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, 
Germany) was used for signal acquisition. Ground 
reference signal was taken from the 
electroencephalography montage, employed for 
ulterior analysis.  
All ECG features were computed in Matlab 
2016a (© The Mathworks, Inc., MA, USA) by 
taking three 4-minutes segments referring to the 
different parts of the experiment as detailed in 
previous sections (LCW and HCW for LA and HA). 
The meaning of every feature was as follow: 
- HR: Heart rate corresponds to the number of 
beats (by counting the R-peaks) per minute (bpm). 
- RR: Interval length between two consecutives 
R-peaks. Note that incomplete RR intervals next to 
the segment limits were not considered. 
To evaluate HRV: 
- Ratio (RR): Difference between the maximum 
and the minimum R-R interval length within the 
considered 4-min segment. Note that, for 
convenience, the RR and Ratio (RR) results are 
showed in milliseconds (ms), whereas the following 
parameters are computed based on the original 
measures in seconds. 
- SD (RR): Standard deviation of R-R interval 
lengths for each 4-min segment. 
- RMSSD: Root mean squared of the successive 
differences between adjacent R-R intervals. It is 
associated with fast (parasympathetic) variability.  
- pNN-x: Proportion of R-R intervals which 
differ more than x ms respect to the adjacent 
previous R-R interval. When x = SD, the SD refers 
to the standard deviation of R-R interval lengths 
taking the whole recording as reference, i.e. it deals 
with an intra-subject specific measure. 
To evaluate the spectral variations in the cardiac 
activity two spectral bands were analyzed: 
- fLF: Energy in 0.05Hz – 0.15Hz band, related 
to parasympathetic and sympathetic activity (Chanel 
et al. 2011).  
- fHF: Energy in 0.15Hz – 1Hz band, related to 
parasympathetic (vagal) activity (Chanel et al. 
2011).  
- fLF/HF: Ratio of energy in the LF and HF 
bands. A decrease in this score might point to either 
decrease in sympathetic or increase in 
parasympathetic tone. 
2.4 Statistical Analysis 
For the multivariate analysis, normality was first 
checked for the variables under examination by 
means of the Shapiro-Wilk’s. Then, an analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) of repeated measures was 
performed including three within-subject factors: 
emotion (2 levels of arousal: LA and HA) × 
cognition (2 levels of cognitive workload: LCW and 
HCW) × habituation intra-condition (3 levels: {1:= 
(0 – 4 min), 2:= (4 – 8 min), 3:= (8 – 12 min)}).  
To verify any statistically significant differences 
between conditions a maximum p-value of .05 was 
set. Greenhouse-Geisser’s correction was applied if 
sphericity could not be assumed. Post hoc analysis 
was based on LSD Fisher criterion. 
All statistical analyses were carried out using 
STASTICA version 12 (© StatSoft Inc., OK, USA).  
3 RESULTS 
3.1 Reaction Time and Accuracy 
The performance for the secondary task, measured 
for 9 participants, showed significant main effects 
for both emotion and cognition, with faster RT (less 
time invested to respond) for HA compared to LA 
condition (p = .003) and for LCW compared to 
 HCW (p < .001) condition. No interaction between 
cognition and emotion was found. Figure 3 
represents the means of RT. 
 
 
Figure 1: Reaction times for the secondary task. 
LCW: low cognitive workload; HCW: high 
cognitive workload. LA: low arousal; HA: high 
arousal. 
 
In regard to the accuracy, two sources of errors 
have been considered, commission errors when an 
unexpected response is given and omission errors 
when the subject did not react to the target stimulus. 
No significant differences were found in terms of 
global errors, i.e. the addition of commission and 
omission errors, between any conditions (93.4 % of 
accuracy on average). However, a main effect of 
emotion for omission errors was found, i.e. between 
LA and HA condition, (p = .03) showing a higher 
number of lost expected responses in LA compared 
to HA (12.5 % and 5.99 % of omissions, 
respectively), yielding to a reduction of 49.2 % on 
the omission rate when HA is considered.  
Furthermore, a significant correlation of r = .914 
(p = .01) between commission and omission errors 
rates was found for HCW in LA, whereas a weaker 
correlation of r = .733 (p = .025) between the same 
error rates was found for HCW in HA. 
Finally, by means of a linear regression analysis 
of every single trial (x axis = trial position; y axis = 
RT), by comparing the derivative values of the 
adjusted line to a horizontal line (derivative = 0), an 
improvement in the RT was observed for HCW (p = 
.029 and p = .022 for LA and HA condition, 
respectively). No significant improvement in RT 
was demonstrated for LCW conditions. 
3.2 ECG features 
Interestingly, a main effect of cognition was found 
for RMSSD, showing a greater value for HCW 
(mean = 0.0219) compared to LCW (mean = 0.0208) 
condition (p = 0.014). No main effect of emotion 
was found.  
Concerning HR measure, despite the lack of 
main effects in cognition or emotion, an interaction 
between these two factors was found (F = 7.69; p = 
.028). LSD Fisher post hoc test showed smaller HR 
for HA compared to LA condition only for LCW (p 
= .049). Regarding HRV features, no interaction 
between emotion and cognition was evidenced.  
Table 1 shows the statistics (mean ± standard 
error) for all ECG features for both emotional state 
and cognitive workload conditions, averaging the 
results of the three 4-min segments intra-condition. 
 
Table 1: Mean values of ECG features 
 
Feature 
Low Arousal High Arousal 
LCW HCW LCW HCW 
HR(bpm) 93.7±6.0 92.4±5.5 91.9±6.2 93.6±6.0 
RR (ms) 661 ± 42 668 ± 40 676 ± 46 662 ± 43 
Ratio(RR) 1423 ± 43 1507 ± 91 1444 ± 42 1452 ± 53 
SD(RR) .045±.008 .050±.012  .047±.009 .047±.010 
RMSSD .020±.003 .021±.002 .021±.003 .022±.004 
pNN-20 .349±.066 .361±.061 .362±.069 .367±.084 
pNN-50 .078±.038 .073±.035 .074±.032 .102±.059 
pNN-SD .059±.016 .054±.012 .056±.013 .073±.028 
fLF/HF 2.05±.188 2.19±.237 1.98±.285 1.83±.165 
 
 
Concerning the habituation factor, a main effect 
of was found in HR (F = 4.80; p = .026) and Ratio 
(RR) (F = 4.53; p = .03). An interaction between 
habituation and emotion was found in HR (F = 
10.10; p = .002), RMSSD (F = 13.53; p < .001), and 
pNN-20 (F = 5.07; p = .022) and a triple interaction 
among the three factors was found in HR (F = 7.20; 
p = .007). No simple interaction between cognition 
and habituation was statistically significant. Note 
that the concept of habituation makes sense strictly 
intra-condition, thus it is necessary to be cautious for 
drawing conclusions. 
In the case of HR, post hoc analyses revealed 
significant differences between the beginnings of the 
two dual-task scenarios, i.e. between LA and HA for 
the first and the second segments during the LCW 
condition (p = .002; p = .006, respectively) being 
greater for the start of LA (coinciding with the start 
of the experimental session). The HR slowed down 
significantly from the first and second segments 
compared to the last one within LCW under the LA 
condition (p < .001; p = .007, respectively), yielding 
to a more than 5 bpm of total reduction in HR, in 
 contrast to HA condition, where no differences were 
found in this direction. Concerning the HCW 
periods, only a difference between the first and the 
last segment again in LA condition was observed 
(p = .013). Furthermore, there were significant 
differences between the end of LCW (third segment) 
and the beginning of HCW phases for both LA and 
HA conditions (p = .005; p = .019, respectively). 
For visualization purposes, the most relevant 
results for HR and for RMSSD are depicted in 
Figures 1 and 2, respectively.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Means of HR for Low (LA) and High (HA) 
Arousal conditions (blue and red lines, respectively) for 
Low (LCW) and High (HCW) Cognitive Workload (left 
and right plots) for the three consecutive 4-min segments 
belonging to each condition (axes x). Note that HA 
follows LA condition along the experiment. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Means of RMSSD for Low (LA) and High (HA) 
Arousal conditions (blue and red lines, respectively) for 
the three levels of the habituation factor. 
 
Post hoc analyses showed that for RMSSD value 
increases significantly from the first and second 
segment to the last segment within LA condition (p 
= .004 and p = .007, respectively). This result was 
analogous, but in opposed direction, to the result 
obtained for HR. In contrast to the tendency for LA, 
during the HA condition, the RMSSD value 
obtained in the middle segment was significantly 
greater than the next others (p < .001 in both cases). 
No significant results were found for the spectral 
features. 
4 DISCUSSION 
Before discussing the results, it is fair to remind 
the comment of Mansikka et al. (2016) assuring that 
while a simulator mission can be designed to be 
mentally extremely demanding, it will inherently 
lack the stressors of a real flying mission such as the 
sense of risk and the fear of collision or injury of 
death. According to this conclusive argument, the 
assessment of the generated emotional state is 
crucial to draw reliable conclusions.  
The results concerning the RT for the secondary 
task, where main effects of emotion and cognition 
were obtained, permitted to suppose that the 
emotional state and the cognitive demand were 
manipulated separately in the experimental setting. 
Indeed, this was the objective of the task, i.e. to 
generate different and objectively measurable levels 
of emotional activation and cognitive workload to 
check their influence on cardiovascular activity. In 
addition, the significant difference in omission errors 
between LA and HA conditions could also support 
the idea of an increment in the motivation during 
HA, prioritizing the flight plan to the detriment of 
the secondary task. Moreover, the regression 
analysis of trial position on RT suggests the 
influence of training for the secondary task for 
HCW, which can consequently make difficult to 
obtain main effects of the cognition on the HR 
measure. 
In any case, the interaction between cognition 
and emotion, exhibited in HR measure, suggests that 
these two factors do not have a cumulative impact 
on the sympathetic nervous system. Contrary to 
other research works (Mandrick et al. 2016), HR 
was not impacted neither by emotional arousal nor 
cognitive demand independently. Maybe, this lack 
of main effect could be related to the presence of 
only two difficulty levels in the secondary task and 
to the absence of direct sensorial stimulation for the 
emotional activation. 
According to the comparisons between the four 
combined conditions (post hoc analysis on emotion 
 and cognition), LCW makes pilot more sensitive to 
HR modulations caused by the emotional influence. 
At first sight, this fact could lead to the assumption 
of an independency between cognitive processing of 
stimuli and emotional regulation. However, an 
intrinsic frustration generated by the HCW, which is 
considered as an influent factor for mental workload 
(Hsu et al. 2015), might have biased the results. A 
similar interaction has been described in Patel et al. 
(2016) where the authors showed that induced 
arousal affected working memory differently 
according to the task difficulty and, to the contrary, 
the increase of cognitive demand lightened the 
physiological responses linked to anxiety. 
On the other hand, it is important to take into 
account the HR evolution along time periods during 
the flight simulation. There is a difference after the 
change of instructions (switching LCW for HCW) 
that could be related to the stress and insecurity 
facing new tasks. Probably, this non-stationarity of 
HR prevents to find the global differences related to 
emotional state or cognitive workload. Therefore, it 
is convenient to incorporate HRV features to 
complement and refine the information provided by 
the HR. 
Concerning HRV, RMSSD was presented as the 
most discriminant feature for cognitive workload 
level estimation, since a significant difference in 
RMSSD has been found between two levels of 
cognitive demand. This feature had already shown 
good results for discriminating task difficulty by 
employing more than two levels (Mandrick et al. 
2016). Furthermore, conversely to HR, when the 
habituation factor was analyzed, RMSSD showed a 
monotone increase during the LA compared to the 
HA condition, where the maximum was reached at 
the middle of time course. This result could be due 
to a more efficient emotional regulation when the 
level of arousal is low (Appelhans & Luecken, 
2006), while an eventual feeling of temporal 
pressure just before the end of the dual-task scenario 
could affect this regulation under HA. Hence, our 
results suggest the suitability of RMSSD for the 
calibration of weak emotions along time and to 
determine cognitive workload variations. 
In addition, pNN-20 seemed to be another 
accurate option to investigate the interaction 
between emotion and habituation. In agreement with 
the conclusions reported in Mietus et al. (2002) for 
pathological populations, pNN-20 is revealed to be 
more useful than pNN-50 to determine inter-
condition differences. Given that our population is 
constituted by healthy people and the crucial 
comparisons were intra-subject, no more values 
were tested to avoid over-fitted results. 
Nevertheless, in order to get an equitable, but intra-
subject customized measure, pNN-SD was also 
analyzed, where SD was adaptive to individual 
differences. Either way, no relevant results were 
found, returning to the use of fixed time intervals as 
a better option. Therefore, taking 20 ms as threshold 
appears as a good trade-off for emotional process 
analysis. 
Following the line of previous findings, revisited 
by Thayer et al. (2012), the lack of signification of 
HRV parameters for HA condition could be linked 
to a worse performance on the mentioned emotional 
regulation when pilots are evaluated. In any case, as 
mentioned, the HRV parameters should be taken 
together to the HR to verify its relative magnitudes. 
Apart from HR and HRV features, spectral 
measures have been analyzed, but no conclusions 
can be drawn from them, since no signification was 
evidenced. Likely, the complex tasks involved in our 
experiment did not allow to distinguish between 
sympathetic and parasympathetic contributions 
(Chanel et al. 2011), encouraging the selection of 
more general parameters as predictor variables in 
similar environments. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
Flying an aircraft is a very complex task demanding 
a huge amount of cognitive resources, and is also 
dependent on the emotions felt by the pilot. The 
interaction found in the ECG parameters in our 
study hints that the emotional state and the cognitive 
demand have not a simple cumulative impact on the 
ANS, but they interact together. Furthermore, the 
habituation and the instructions change of a 
secondary task, parallel to the flight plan, influences 
notably HR and RMSSD features. This fact shows 
habituation as an important factor to take into 
consideration for online calibration and ECG-based 
classifiers.  
A higher monotony in HR decrease was 
observed during a low cognitive demanding task 
under conditions generating low arousal. An inverse 
patron was found for HRV showing the control of 
nervous system resources, particularly evident in 
RMSSD when the cognitive demand increases. The 
inclusion of other physiological signals such as 
electro-dermal activity, which could be feasible to 
incorporate into a cockpit, would be desirable in 
order to extract additional robust features 
representing the general mental state of pilots. 
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